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Chair

Harbour Chair

Harbour Chair

Product Type

Production Process
Harbour Steel Base
Injection molded, Chair Shell. Bended Pow-

H: 81 cm / 31,9"

SH: 45 cm / 17,7"

Chair

der coated, Steel Base.

Harbour Wood Base
Injection molded Chair Shell.Mat Lacquer
Oak, wood base. Smoked Dark stained

W: 59 cm / 23,2"

D: 57 cm / 22,4"

Oak, Wood base.

Dimensions (cm / in)

Conceived durin the design process for Menu’s new creative destination Menu Space lo-

H: 81 cm / 31,9"

cated in Copenhagen’s thriving Nordhavn (Northern Harbour) area, the Habour Chair is the

W: 59 cm / 23,2"

result of fulfilling a variety of needs (among others) comfortable versatility. Designed spe-

D: 57 cm / 22,4"

cifically for Menu Space, the dining chair is ideal for anything from restaurants, conferences,

SH: 45 cm / 17,7"

offices, or in the comfort of one’s own home.
A hybrid space that mixes office, showroom, café, co-working and event space in One, Menu

Materials

Space required a chair that could suit a range of purposes. Finding a perfect balance

Shell: Polypropylene 15% Fibreglass

between geometry and organic shapes, the shell’s armrests bend outwards for maximum

Steel Base: Powder-coated Steel

support, as does its high backrest, providing not only comfort, but also an elegant and slim

Wood Base: Solid Oak, Matt Lacquered or

appearance that will appeal to any discerning design aficionado.

Smoked Stained
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About the Designer
Colours

Norm Architects, founded in 2008 by Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen and Kasper Rønn, has worked

Black, White, Light Grey, Olive,

within residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial design, photography,

Burned Red, Khaki

graphics and art direction since its inception. The name ‘Norm’ signifies the importance of
drawing inspiration from norms and traditions within the fields of architecture and design,

Care Instructions

which have been refined throughout the centuries. Making it a virtue of focusing on quality,

To clean, simply wipe with a soft dry cloth.

durability and timelessness, Norm’s objective is to produce design that applies good

Do not use any cleaners with chemicals,

materials and craftsmanship while also embodying beauty, traditions, history and more

solvents, or harsh abrasives.

importantly, timeless simplicity.

Harbour Chair

White Shell / Wood Base
9362000

Black Shell / Steel Base
9361000

